
OUTLINE OF

T E S T I M O N Y ON E U R O P E A N E X P E R I E N C E

The problem facing the United States a t t h i s pointy namely, the

reconcilement oi^aebt management requirements

wet the use x>f nDraditi(requirements'iagttpMvr the use x>f ̂ Traditional

i s a problem tha t has been faced by eveiy European country i s an acute form

since the end of World War I I •

The problem ar i ses from the fact t h a t the large volume of public debt

held by the commercial banking system give^ i t a subs tan t i a l independent
A

capacity to expand reserves at "will through sales of the government securities

to the central bank. The task posed to the monetary authorities has been to
find some means to prevent thfrg iHTOB6.fcA&^̂ ^

de\%V>€v*tc Cj***ieA ^*** JflV.̂  * disastrous eftftef e*% ,P[*J>/'* CreJjE^}
through drastia increases in the yields on the government securities^

A A

A wide variety of methods have been used to deal with this problem*

Some countries have tried the indirect approach, chiefly the use of

price and investment controls in order to make i t difficult for both banks

and individuals to find profit able (for/uses* the funds they could readily

acquire through encashment of government securities•

Other countries have adopted a more direct approach, and have adopted

various types of supplementary reserve requirements, which, by freezing a

portion of the short or long-term govefoiment or both of commercial banks,

have made i t difficult for the banks to expand their reserves at will .

The usual form chosen hss been to require banks to increase their

percentage holdings of cash and/or government securities against their 0vf$hu*4trtf

deposit l iabi l i t ies . Eelgium, France, Sweden, and Italy all have used this
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device deliberately as a means of making i t more difficult for the banks

to increase their loanable funds by selling securities to the central bank.

In some cases the permission to count government securities as legal re-

serves applies to the standard reserve and in other cases i t applies to a

special additional requirement.

A related device that has been used in France and Italy is a differential

reserve requirement -which requires commercial banks to hold much higher re-

serves against increases in deposits. This device, rather than a blanket in-

crease in reserve requirements, had to be adopted because i iillt IUUiKatofcwifs
ol j«<t,sjtctsj*Jt b#««tLs VAr/ecL ^r*cJ~ij

^wtMM t̂ftetiMMttpVR therm cash and acceptable assets position^at the time

the requirement "was introduced*

In several instances direct steps have been taken to curtail the amount

of their reserves that the commercial banks could use for private lending.

The United Kingdom has utilized the device of the Treasury deposit receipt

for this purpose since 19^0 (?)• Under this system, the Treasury determines

every week the total sum (if any) -which the banks are called upon to invest

in this non-negotiable, non-transfer able instrument. The effect of this is that -

of a variable (-weekly-ad jus ted) supplementary reserve requirement. In France,

^he Bank of France has supplemented i t s control over bank reserves exercised

via stringent reserve requirements fcp individual ceilings on the volume of

rediscounts i t will undertake for given banks. ^ » ^ f c *g Gk^u*** /%*«& ^^^C^

A -wide variety of qualitative measures have been uaU. Qualitative

credit controls have been applied in the United Kingdom, France, and the

Netherlands. In France the Netherlands the extreme device of subjecting
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loans above a minimum size to the specific approval of the central bank

"was tried for a while but not too successfully. The United Kingdom has
A

m?.de effective use, however, of the Capital Issues Committee, established

during the "war, in the post-war period both in the field of new securities

floatation and bank loans. The criteria laid down for this Committee in

the securities field are used by the commercial banks as a guide to approval

of new business loans, and all bank loans in excess of £50,000 must be

approved by the Committee•

Finally, central banks have not hesitated to resort to moral suasion,

wherever feasible* This has been a very effective weapon in the United

Kingdom, in view of the standing of the Bank of England, and has made possible

the use of e much more flexible approach than is possible in countries where
A

the central bank carries less weight.

Several important lessons to this country may be drawn from the European

post-war experience:

In the first place, that experience makes i t abundantly clear that-

one can deal with inflationary pressures far more difficult than ar^ confronting

this.country today by a variety of measures which deal directly with the

problem that fpces the United States, namely, the ease of monetization of the

large volume of bank-held United States government securities, and without
trurutMr aMtnJrresort to deliberate increases in the yield on government securities

i>«M^f withdrawal of central bank supporting open-market operations#

^Individual country experience summarized, as per attached, at this

point.7
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United Kingdom

H**w£*+t HA p<^K (O»A )P**M4
The United Kingdom has placed i t s principal reliance on the Treasury

A

deposit receipt as the means of keeping the reserve position of the

commercial banking system under control. This weapon -was used effectively,

i t should be noted, during a period in which the Government was pursuing

a deliberate cheaper money policy (19h$ to 19h7), and there was no threat ***++m««Jh

in that period to the power of the Treasury and the Bank to keep the re- **

serves under control through sale of long-term governments to the Bank by

the commercial banks* jTn frhn Ififfij"-1rfr-giwMl#^ irhrtrilTir

\J
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FRANCE

In the fa l l of ipn^T^^^^^^sTIoriary problem in France "was tackled

vigorously on both the fiscal and monetary fronts. On the fiscal side,

increased taxes and ceilings on government expenditures were adopted. On

the monetary side, drastic quantitative credit controls were imposed. A

supplementary reserve requirement -was established. Each bank was required

to continue to hold the volume of Government securities i t held on October 1,

19U8 and to invest 20 percent of any increase in deposits in Governments©

This requirement largely prevented the commercial banks from selling their

Governments to acquire new reserves. In addition, rediscount ceilings

were established at the Bank of France for each commercial bank at a level

only slightly higher than that prevailing on October 1. This action

reinforced the supplementary reserve requirement by closing an. avenue which

French banks have traditionally been very ready to use as a means of re-

establishing their reserves.
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Belgium

Belgium has relied on monetary policy more heavily than almost any

other European country as a means of regulating the level of economic

activity via a very rigid control over the volume of bank credit. This

control "was achieved early in 19i|6 by the introduction of a supplementary

reserves requirement system under ymich the commercial banks are required

to maintain, in addition to percent cash reserves, a reserve of

Government securities equal to from 5>0 to 6$ percent (depending on the size

of the bank) of their deposit l i ab i l i t i e s . This requirement has severely

inhibited the ability of the banks to se l l Governments to the central bank.

I t has _fce-£* rediscount 9t commercial paper at the National Bank B M U »

p< i in ijiii ill i mi hy uhirii tlin linniiri nmiiii i MHIIII credit and, as a result ,

rendered the rediscount policy of the Bank an effective methocf of credit

control. In recent months the National Bank has applied individual re-

discount ceilings arid, thus further tightened i t s control over bank credits
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The Netherlands

In sh^rp contrast -with Belgium, the Netherlands relied on price

controls, rationing and subsidies to deal with the inflationary pressures

arising from the high level of investment in the post-war period and placed

almost no reliance on traditional monetary and credit controls until late in

1950. The only measure of credit control used until that time was a

qualitative measure requiring that all bank credits exceeding 5>0,000 guilders

required the approval of the central bank. In 19^0, however, a cash

reserve requirement system for the commercial banks was instituted for the

first time In Dutch history. The Netherlands Bank raised i ts rediscount rate

from 2 1/2 to 3 percent, the first change since lSUl.
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Italy

Italy, which experienced inflationary pressures during and after

the war that threatened to get out of hand end resulted in a price level

in mid-19U7 60 times the prewar level and. twice that of mid-19U7j undertflldL

drastic credit control measures in October 19^7 which rather promptly brought

the situation under control* All banks were required to set aside an amount

equal to 20 percent of their deposits in excess of 10 times their capital or

an amount equal to 15 percent of their total deposits, whichever was smaller.

These amounts were either to be invested in government or government-guaranteed

securities for deposit at the Bank of Italy, or to be held in sn interest-

bearing blocked account at the Bank of Italy or the Treasury. Furthermore,

IiO percent of sny increase in a bank's deposits after October 1 was to be

set aside in a similar fashion until the bankTs total reserves reached 'd$

percent of i ts total deposits. At the sane time the rediscount rate was

raised from U to 5 1/2 percent. These new reserve requirements meant that

hereafter the banks had to rediscount at the Bank of Italy in order to in-

So &»Z
crease their lending operations. They were v^iy reluctant to do this;

a general shortc?ge of funds was-felt during the months following the adoption

of the credit restrictions.
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Sweden

In Sweden, the Government'undertook to deal with the renewed in-

flationary pressures arising in early 1950 and intensified after Korea

by the adoption in October of a reserve requirement system that effectively

tied down assets that might otherwise have been used for further credit ex-

pansion:

(a) Cash and supplementary reserve assets (primarily Government

securities) are set for the five large Swedish banks at 10 percent of

total liabilities exclusive of savings deposits and contingent liabilities.

(b) Forty percent of these reserves must be held in casi, (till

money and sight deposits with the Riksbank) and 2£ percent of this kO percent

must be held on deposit with the Riksbank.

The authorities hold the power to increase reserve requirements up to

25 percent of liabilities and to vary the proportion of these reserves to

be held in cash*

mi "• w ' ' ' ' L
 x -*tinr r — u-"^ ~4

3 >MiMyut Jiuiii lpiiji mriiiil ITIIIJI iiSfrn mlun <ilm 1 ufcu nu-Mi l lUl im lu U I L I U W L

tn inn t l i m n hi 1 11 hi hi 1 1
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Not one of the above-mentioned countries, the United Kingdom, France,

Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, and Sweden, therefore, attempted to prevent

the monetization of the government securities holdings of their commercial

banks by having the respective central bank "withdraw i ts support of the
A

government bond market over any extended period* In the United Kingdom

the long-term government rate declined from 3 percent in 191+5 to 2 1/2

percent in 19h7 and has since been allowed to return to the wartime 3% level.

In France the average yield on governments increased from percent in

19^5 to percent in 1951. The corresponding figures for Belgium are

- percent in 19k5 and percent in January 1951. In the Netherlands

the average rate was percent in in 19^5 and percent in January

1951. I n Italy the average rate moved from percent in 19h5 to

percent in January 195l» In Sweden the rate was pegged at 3 percent from

19li5 until 1950, and has since moved to percent in January
1951.

In the second place, the varying degree of success of different

countries with essentially similar measures makes i t clear that the particular

techniques adopted by any country must be related to the basic characteristics

of the-financial institutions.

The United Kingdom, for example, was able to use qualitative bank

credit measures very effectively because of the commercial banks unhesitating

acceptance of the advice of the^Bank of England Whereas the theoretically more

complete qualitative control measures in France and the Netherlands were no

ways near as effective. The supplementary reserve requirements measures

introduced in France, Belgium, Italy and Sweden were quite effective, whereas
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in the Netherlands i t was not until 1950 that the authorities

•were able to introduce a cash reserve system for the commercial banks for

the first time. The United Kingdom "was able to deal "with the reserve posi-

tion of the commercial baaks directly by placing with them non-neogtiable

non-transferable treasury short-term notes, whereas Belgium had to get at

the problem by establishing general supplementary reserve requirements at so

high a level that the commercial banks had to rediscount commercial paper

at the central bank to obtain new reserves*

Conclusion

The Treasuiy Department believes that European experience, to the

extent that i t is applicable to the substantially different circumstances in

the United States, lends strong support to the view that i t is more appropriate

to deal with the serious problem of the continuing "monetization" of the public

debt by direct increases in reserve requirements than by the indirect route of

open-market operations# etc.
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